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Discussant's Response to 
"With Firmness in the Right" 
Theodore F. Bluey1 
Deloitte & Touche 
I have an interesting assignment today in a number of  respects. First, I 
am a practicing auditor being exposed to the hallowed halls of  academe. This 
would not be so bad, except for  my assignment - to discuss a paper prepared 
by a well-respected auditing professor.  Again, I thought I could cope with that, 
until I heard the topic - professional  ethics. Nonetheless, I prepared for  this 
task by doing background reading on the subject. Then, on April 2, the paper 
on ethics arrived. Eagerly, I ripped open the envelope and began to read. My 
heart sank. Professor  Neumann, from  the University of  Illinois, had made "Hon-
est Abe" the cornerstone of  his paper. And then for  good measure, he brings 
the Bible into his discussion. I think you get the picture: I'm to try to stir up 
some controversy about Abe Lincoln and the Bible. Politics and religion -
two subjects my mother told me I should never discuss in public. 
In my remarks, I plan to discuss the apparent decline of  ethics first,  fol-
lowed by illustrations of  what I believe constitutes ethical behavior and what 
does not. In some cases, my comments will contrast with those of  Professor 
Neumann and, in other cases, will expand upon some of  his thoughts. I will 
conclude by discussing what is being done to reclaim the high ground in the 
war on unethical behavior, especially the impacts on businessmen of  "ethics 
by consequence!" And somewhere in all of  this, we might find  the time to 
discuss my work at the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
Decline of  Ethics 
The decline of  ethics - we hear it every day - is not just in business, but 
in sports, government, and religion. It seems that every aspect of  society is 
in pursuit of  the pot at the end of  the rainbow at the expense of  ethical values. 
In the sports arena, there are allegations of  point shaving (North Carolina 
State), recruiting violations (Southern Methodist), drug use (Ben Johnson), 
and gambling (Pete Rose). In the government, there are the Iran-Contra 
hearings, investigations into the activities of  several senators, the HUD scan-
dals, and the seemingly endless rumors of  bribes and kickbacks. In the re-
ligious sector, we have had numerous controversies surrounding religious 
leaders. And of  course, in the business world, there are the insider trading 
scandals and the savings & loan crisis, to name just a few. 
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The reasons for  these actions are difficult  for  us to understand and im-
possible to justify.  They are a tragedy - not just for  those directly affected, 
but for  the taint they cast on others associated with an activity. 
Professor  Neumann asks what has precipitated the focus  on ethics. I sug-
gest that it is events such as those I have mentioned and a realization that 
we can't stand by passively and allow public confidence  to continue to erode. 
Everyone seems to perceive the decline in ethics as a problem that must be 
addressed. 
What is Ethical? What is Not? 
Some philosophers view ethical behavior on two levels: (1) an inner core 
reflecting  objectives and principles of  right conduct and (2) outside layers 
constituting the law, rules, and regulations. I believe, as does Professor  Neu-
mann, that individuals fundamentally  have good instincts of  right conduct. 
Furthermore, early conditioning by family  and society tells us that our own 
self-interest  will be advanced as a result of  doing the right thing. As I will dis-
cuss later, it may not always be easy to conclude that our own self-interest  is 
best served by doing the ethical thing. 
Professor  Neumann emphasizes personalized integrity, and I would like 
to comment on this. Many individuals view professional  ethics in very nega-
tive terms, as a list of  rules describing things to avoid. 
This may be illustrated by considering the auditor's independence stan-
dard. Independence was once thought of  as an important personal emphasis 
on integrity and objectivity in performing  professional  services. However, some 
feel  that over the years the independence standard has developed into a se-
ries of  increasingly minute, arbitrary rules. The SEC Codification  of  Finan-
cial Reporting Releases contains over thirty pages of  detailed rules and 
interpretations about auditor independence, all based upon a particular fact 
pattern. 
Deloitte & Touche, like most other firms,  has developed a system to 
monitor independence, and several individuals commit a significant  amount 
of  time to handling inquiries and issues related to independence. For a large 
organization with enough resources to devote a significant  amount of  time, 
the detailed rules and interpretations may be viewed as helpful,  but for  a small 
practitioner, the rules may seem overwhelming. 
If  independence and professional  ethics rules grow more minute and ar-
bitrary, individuals will continue to find  it easier to avoid exercising their pro-
fessional  judgment to determine what constitutes ethical behavior - they either 
will comply with the rules or they will not. 
Rather than imposing arbitrary rules, personalized integrity needs to be 
so ingrained that ethical behavior is automatic. This means that, for  auditors, 
more emphasis must be placed on the importance of  applying independent 
professional  judgment to tough auditing issues in the classroom, in the uni-
form  CPA examination, in continuing education programs, and in the su-
pervision of  everyday responsibilities. 
Ethics in the Classroom 
How do you teach ethics in the classroom? There are over 500 courses 
in business ethics alone - I'm sure the methods are diverse. Do you really 
teach ethics, or do you just reinforce  what Professor  Neumann says you learned 
at your mother's knee? 
The threshold question is, what is ethical? One view is that anything that 
is legal is ethical (i.e., just comply with the rules, however minute and arbi-
trary they may seem). A second view is more of  a middle ground - a right 
versus wrong decision-making process. A third view is the opposite extreme 
of  the first  - any time you are in doubt, an action is not ethical. Neither ex-
treme seems quite right. Yet, as with insider trading, what is ethical is very 
difficult  to define.  Like so many things that we cannot define  precisely, we 
usually know it when we see it. 
As difficult  as it may be to define  ethical behavior, the general concept of 
right versus wrong must be emphasized in the classroom. But, how do you 
teach someone to "do the right thing"? 
Making the "right" decision in auditing could mean difficult  times for  the 
individual and his firm.  Taking a position that is not in agreement with a client 
will, at a minimum, be unpopular. An individual considering a career in au-
diting should understand and accept this early in his college studies and pro-
fessional  career. 
My experience at the SEC convinced me that the vast majority of  audi-
tors subject to enforcement  actions are not evil, wicked criminals. They are 
decent human beings who have families  just like you and me. They go to Ro-
tary or Kiwanis meetings, vote in elections, coach Little League teams, and 
attend religious services. They may have been caught up in some aggressive 
accounting and may have rationalized a client's position without a thorough 
examination of  all of  the relevant facts.  They may have made a "wrong" de-
cision. Unfortunately,  these wrong decisions are the news, as Professor  Neu-
mann has stated, and not the thousands of  right decisions made each day. 
I agree with Professor  Neumann that case studies tend to focus  on com-
plex problems rather than on clear principles of  ethical behavior. I do not be-
lieve that case studies which attempt to have students reexamine their value 
systems are the answer. I believe that most students already have an estab-
lished idea of  right and wrong, but that adherence to those values is some-
times difficult  in the real world. 
Professor  Neumann is absolutely correct - students need case studies that 
illustrate real-world situations they will face  once they graduate. Such examples 
and illustrations should not be confusing  situations where there is no right 
or wrong answer. Instead, they should be the more common situations where 
the correct response is known. These might include such things as correctly 
reporting your time, completing all the audit program steps you sign off  and, 
for  later in their careers, being willing to take the right, albeit potentially un-
popular, course of  action in dealing with clients. 
Ethics are a habit. Good, or bad, habits formed  early in a career will 
greatly influence  decisions made later when the consequences are often  far 
greater. Classroom illustrations of  ethical decisions that a student will face 
both early and late in his career will help the student make the correct 
choices, particularly if  the reasons for  the correct choices are fully  explained 
and discussed. 
Each year Deloitte & Touche sponsors a Trueblood Seminar for  univer-
sity professors.  During the Seminar, a number of  case studies are presented 
that are based on actual practice issues we have encountered. Cases with eth-
ical overtones elicit a great deal of  discussion, because the professors  are able 
to relate to the issues on a personal level. This same theory applies to stu-
dents, and providing such case studies will allow them to instinctively reach 
back to their college training when they are faced  with these issues in their 
professional  careers. 
Doing the Right Thing 
Given a good foundation,  or inner core, of  objectives and principles of  right 
conduct, why then are there so many apparent examples of  people going astray? 
Rather than an inability to think through the issues, which Professor  Neu-
mann poses as a possible problem, maybe it is precisely that ability which 
leads to the headlines we see so frequently.  In evaluating an ethical dilemma, 
an individual's conviction of  what is right and what is wrong is a very neces-
sary foundation,  but is that conviction, in and of  itself,  enough to ensure ap-
propriate behavior? 
Situations frequently  arise where the ethical action and the action that en-
hances one's self-interest  may represent two divergent courses of  action. This 
is where the pressure begins. The individual knows what the right decision 
is and wants so very badly to make that decision. The difficulty  is that another 
course of  action appears very tempting and perhaps more in his self-interest, 
at least at that point in time. Does the individual lack the self-confidence  to 
do the right thing? If  the individual has the foresight  to think through all of 
the future  consequences of  his action, then the decision should be easy. This 
is extremely difficult  for  a young, inexperienced auditor, and it is the re-
sponsibility of  the firm  to provide this auditor with the infrastructure  to dis-
cuss his dilemma. At Deloitte & Touche, every effort  is made to do so in the 
form  of  counselors, advisors or mentors, who have the maturity and experi-
ence to aid the auditor in making the right decision. This is Step 6 in the de-
cision model discussed by Professor  Neumann. 
Reclaiming the High Ground 
There are a number of  initiatives that, if  present in any environment - may 
directly or indirectly influence  individuals to abide by their ethical principles. 
I would like to discuss three such initiatives that I think are very important. 
The first  is what is referred  to as the "tone at the top." I believe this is a nec-
essary starting point for  any organization. Second, Professor  Neumann ac-
knowledges that codes of  conduct may be a valuable frame  of  reference,  and 
I would like to expand on that. Finally, I would like to focus  on what Profes-
sor Neumann terms "ethics by consequence rather than by intent," something 
I believe is an underlying problem in today's society. 
Tone at the Top 
In response to several widely-publicized business failures,  the Treadway 
Commission [1987] studied the causes of  fraudulent  financial  reporting and 
made recommendations that it felt  would reduce the incidence of  fraudulent 
financial  reporting. I think it is significant  that the Treadway Commission fo-
cused on the "tone at the top" and called it "the most important factor  con-
tributing to the integrity of  the financial  reporting process." 
An appropriate attitude at the top is essential and must be communicated 
to all levels of  an organization. A lack of  leadership and moral guidance cre-
ates a vacuum of  uncertainty. Over time, an individual's inner core of  princi-
ples can be greatly affected  by his or her environment. 
Businesses that are serious about ethical behavior need to adopt policies 
that consider ethical behavior in determining advancement and compensa-
tion. Such policies must be designed to protect individuals from  the negative 
financial  consequences of  their ethical decisions. These negative conse-
quences are the responsibility of  the organization as a whole. The corpora-
tion that institutes such policies is sending a clear message about top 
management's commitment to ethical behavior. 
Motive, opportunity, and the ability to compromise one's integrity are the 
three common factors  cited by Wells [1990] as being present among those 
who commit fraud.  Certainly, it is the third factor  that is most troublesome. 
If  an individual's environment seems lax about ethical conduct, it becomes 
much easier to rationalize unethical actions which can lead to deceptive fi-
nancial reporting, insider trading, fraud,  and all the other events that make 
headlines. 
Code of  Conduct 
The Treadway Commission also concluded that a code of  corporate con-
duct was an essential component of  establishing an ethical corporate culture. 
A code provides a vehicle to communicate the "tone at the top" to all levels 
of  an organization. It certainly cannot be the only form  of  communication; 
newsletters, training sessions, and management actions are also important. 
Many people believe that the mere existence of  a code can raise the eth-
ical level of  an organization because it clarifies  what actions are considered 
appropriate and signals an organization's expectations to all employees. Un-
fortunately,  most codes are the product of  a crisis environment and are re-
active rather than proactive. A recent survey [Pitt and Groskaufmanis,  1989] 
indicates that most codes address conflict  of  interest, misuse of  confidential 
information,  foreign  corrupt practices, and insider trading. These topics 
would seem to indicate that a fundamental  purpose of  a code of  conduct is 
protection against illegal actions. 
To be effective,  a code should be tailored to the particular needs of  an or-
ganization; applicable, in some fashion,  to all individuals in the organization; 
communicated through educational programs and updated on a regular basis; 
and, most importantly, monitored for  compliance. Individuals must understand 
an organization's values and principles from  their first  day on the job. Such 
training is as important as the technical training programs that are provided. 
Some people on Wall Street attribute its woes to the dramatic growth in 
investment banking. Firms added people faster  than they were able to train 
them in the traditions and values of  the investment banking firms.  With im-
mediate, big-dollar rewards at stake and limited or no guidance on accept-
able conduct, the risks of  errant behavior occurring were high. 
For CPAs, maintaining the public's trust and confidence  has always been 
critical. Although a 1986 Louis and Harris poll ranked CPAs first  among pro-
fessionals  in their moral and ethical practices, the accounting profession  has 
been, and will continue to be, under scrutiny. In the same year of  that sur-
vey, the Anderson Committee [AICPA, 1986] called for  a restructuring of  the 
profession's  ethics code. In carrying out this recommendation, the profession 
recognized that the code should emphasize the attainment of  goals rather 
than only rule compliance. The new Code of  Professional  Conduct sets forth 
professional  standards in a positive, goal-oriented manner; the former  code 
concentrated on telling CPAs what they should not do. 
Ethics by Consequence 
A recent article in The  Wall  Street  Journal  cited a Wharton School study 
[Robertson and Anderson, 1989] which indicated that highly-supervised em-
ployees at bureaucratic firms  are more likely to act ethically than those at en-
trepreneurial firms.  The authors of  the study noted that there is evidence that 
people in such an environment think through the risk of  getting caught in 
an activity that would be perceived as unethical. That's an interesting ob-
servation - improve your ethics through a centralized bureaucracy. 
In dispelling common myths about fraud,  the article by Wells [1990] dis-
cussed previously notes that people are not immune to the temptation to com-
mit fraud.  The greater the promise of  reward or the more pervasive the 
threat of  punishment, the higher the motivation for  a particular behavior. The 
above two articles indicate that even with a good foundation  of  ethical prin-
ciples - an organization's commitment to ethical behavior and a code of 
ethics - individuals may still be tempted to act in an unethical manner. 
A recent headline in The  New  York  Times  [Norris, 1990] characterized 
Michael Milken's guilty plea as reflective  of  the ethics of  the soaring '80s -
a willingness to cut legal corners in pursuit of  further  profit.  Shortly after  that 
plea, I overheard a conversation - Milken earned $1.1 billion in salary alone, 
and his punishment is a $600 million fine  (of  which two-thirds may be tax de-
ductible) and a possible jail term (in a minimum security prison). Wouldn't 
you trade places with him? "Not such a bad life,"  was the response. 
Risk vs. Reward 
What's the risk and what's the reward from  my action? Spoken or unspoken, 
I would be willing to bet that this thought process is inherent in many instances 
of  unethical conduct. I do believe that there are some business people who 
assess the risks of  being caught in an unethical or illegal activity against the 
rewards of  not being caught. Getting caught is, for  them, just another cost 
of  doing business. 
What is it that has caused this attitude? Is it a result of  today's service econ-
omy, whose main economic activity is buying and selling stocks, bonds, com-
modities, real estate, foreign  exchange, and futures  in everything imaginable? 
These items are represented by numbers on a computer screen, not by a man-
ufactured  product that is judged by its value to society or the quality of  its 
workmanship. Because of  the impersonal nature of  these financial  transac-
tions, it is tempting to rationalize that no individual will be injured by any un-
ethical behavior. There is no intent to do harm to any individual; the intent 
is solely to make a profit  from  the financial  transaction. Who really gets hurt 
if  you bend the rules slightly in your favor?  Is the perceived reward worth 
the risk? 
Sociologists question whether punishing a criminal is effective  in deter-
ring others from  committing similar crimes. Does this mean prosecution 
shouldn't be pursued? I believe that failure  to punish offenders  does send a 
strong message to other potential offenders  - the reward remains, while the 
risk is diminished. Thus, the consequences associated with the unethical de-
cision are not seen as a deterrent. 
Whistle-blowing 
In his discussion on whistle-blowing, Professor  Neumann notes that walk-
ing away doesn't "fix"  the wrong. This is true, and I agree that whistle-blow-
ing is a very difficult  issue. An individual who blows the whistle may sacrifice 
his career and his security - there are only negative incentives. What posi-
tive incentives can be provided? 
The term "whistle-blowing" is usually associated with a disgruntled em-
ployee who reports violations of  normal business practice to public authori-
ties or the media. Recently, the term has also been associated with the 
auditor. Legislation was threatened that would make the auditor the "pub-
lic's watchdog" for  detection of  fraud  and illegal acts. The profession  re-
sponded with self-regulation  - expectation gap Statements on Auditing 
Standards which, among other things, require communication with audit com-
mittees or directors to improve the integrity of  financial  reporting. In my pres-
ent job, I deal with management integrity issues quite often.  When the auditor 
suspects an integrity issue, what is he to do? Resign? Walk away? Blow the 
whistle? To Whom? 
Heroes 
Are there heroes in the accounting profession?  I'm sure there are, but be-
cause of  the nature of  the profession,  they are not as glamorous as those in 
other walks of  life,  such as corporate business, sports, or politics. 
I agree wholeheartedly with Professor  Neumann that there is a tendency 
in classes, in newspaper headlines, and in organizations to focus  on the neg-
ative rather than the positive. It is much easier to criticize - it sells more pa-
pers - but what advantage is gained? Of  course we learn from  the negatives, 
but we should provide more examples of  people making the "right" choices 
- our accounting heroes. 
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